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       When life becomes painful, it means God is saying, â€œI have a better
plan for you 
~Bo Sanchez

Never focus on your problems. Focus on your possibilities. The
problems will pull you down. The possibilities will push you up 
~Bo Sanchez

Even if you don't see the results of your planting, just keep Planting
your Love. Your Patience. Your Perseverance. Your Faith. 
~Bo Sanchez

Do not expect human beings to reward you, don't even think about it,
just LOVE, because you know at the end of the day it will be God who
will give you the reward. 
~Bo Sanchez

Your trial is temporary, but God's Love is permanent. 
~Bo Sanchez

Hangout with people who respect you. And people who inspire you. 
~Bo Sanchez

Earn more to grow more, and grow more to give more. 
~Bo Sanchez

Happy relationships don't just happen. You make them happen. 
~Bo Sanchez

Your past may not be perfect, but it was perfect for your purpose. 
~Bo Sanchez

God Never Compares You To Anyone Else. He Loves You As You Are.
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Don't envy the harvest of the rich. Envy their planting. 
~Bo Sanchez

Take Charge Of Your Financial Future. I believe investing small
amounts each month in the stock market will give you financial freedom
in the later years of your life. 
~Bo Sanchez

Behind every problem in your life is a rich blessing. 
~Bo Sanchez

Don't focus on the problem, focus on the PURPOSE. 
~Bo Sanchez

Your deepest pain will be your most Glorious Blessing. 
~Bo Sanchez

Life isn't about trying to be an expert in everything. It's about being an
expert in one thing and offering it to the world. 
~Bo Sanchez

I've chosen to GROW, to EXPAND, to INCREASE and to become
RICHER - because i want to BLESS the world more. 
~Bo Sanchez

Closed doors simply means God is protecting us from having not the
best. 
~Bo Sanchez

Work on your relationships... Relationships need renewal or they die. 
~Bo Sanchez
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Don't try to get all your rewards on earth. There are more rewards in
Heaven. 
~Bo Sanchez

Heaven is His choice for you. But He won't force you to go there if you
don't want to. 
~Bo Sanchez

God's priority isn't your destination but your development. God's priority
isn't the dream but the dreamer. 
~Bo Sanchez

We're in this world to bring heaven down to earth. 
~Bo Sanchez

Because simplicity isn't the greatest thing in the world, but love. 
~Bo Sanchez

When we give, we receive much more than what we have given. 
~Bo Sanchez

Education without execution is extinction 
~Bo Sanchez

What you subconsciously want, you will get. And what you
subconsciously do not want, you will avoid. 
~Bo Sanchez

Words have power. Words created this universe... Everything started
with the Word. The Bible says, In the beginning was the word. In the
same way, your words have creative power. 
~Bo Sanchez

The only wealth you keep is the wealth that you give away. 
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Your goal is to launch an imperfect product and let people laugh at you.

~Bo Sanchez

The blessing that I got from my parents, even if they didnt really teach
me about money, was their simple lifestyle. 
~Bo Sanchez

Live uncluttered lives so you could have time for what is most
important. 
~Bo Sanchez

Dreams are powerless unless they are specific. 
~Bo Sanchez

You will always take first place in God's Heart. 
~Bo Sanchez

At first, the only thing that I learned was to save. Then I learned about
mutual fund, then later on direct stock investments. I also went into
small businesses and even real estate. 
~Bo Sanchez

God is teaching you a Lesson of Victory. 
~Bo Sanchez

Faith Words arent just mere positive affirmations; they open your life up
to the supernatural power of God. 
~Bo Sanchez

Do not ask directions from the people around you. Ask directions from
the person who called you. 
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Take responsibility for finding your one true love 
~Bo Sanchez

Forgiveness is, first of ali, a gift I give myself. 
~Bo Sanchez

Getting a mentor is the shortcut to success. 
~Bo Sanchez

Our Feast gatherings, which has spread all over the world, is attended
by young people - and they love to sing worship songs. 
~Bo Sanchez

Your trials can release your Gifts and Dreams. Your trials can set you
free. 
~Bo Sanchez

Start loving now, and you start Heaven now. 
~Bo Sanchez

My parents were the traditional Filipino parents who didnt talk about
money around the dinner table. 
~Bo Sanchez
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